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Magic!'s 'Rude' Tops Hot 100; Iggy Azalea's 'Fancy' Falls to No. 2. See who made it into our Top 100 World's Greatest Love Songs! Here are the results as voted by you! 1. Ed Sheeran - Thinking Out Loud 2. Whitney Houston - I Wanna Dance With Somebody 3. Magic!'s 'Rude' 

Magic!'s debut single Rude was released on October 12, 2013. The song peaked at number six on the Canadian Hot 100 and also proved a great international success. MAGIC!'s 'Rude' Tops Hot 100; Iggy Azalea's 'Fancy' Falls to No. 2. See who made it into our Top 100 World's Greatest Love Songs! Here are the results as voted by you! 1. Ed Sheeran - Thinking Out Loud 2. Whitney Houston - I Wanna Dance With Somebody 3. Magic!'s 'Rude'

MAGIC! - Rude - YouTube

Magic Mike XXL Soundtrack POPSUGAR Entertainment

List of songs by Magic! Don't Kill the Magic · How Do You Want to Be Remembered · Mama Didn't Raise No Fool · Paradise · Rude . This category lists all songs by the artist Magic!. M cont. Magic!:Rude · Magic!:Stupid Me · Magic!:This Is Our Time (Agora É A Nossa Hora)

Magic! - Don't Kill the Magic - YouTube

Magic song Requests Magic Fairy Metal Thunder (Songs of Magic, #1), Fairy Blues (Songs of Magic, #2), Fairystruck (Songs of Magic, #3), Fairyland (Songs of Magic, #4), Fairyvisio.